A unified framework for content-aware view selection and planning through view importance
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Figure 1: View importance as energy heatmap (the more red, the more Figure 3: Similar 3D mesh results on Notre Dame for much smaller image
salient and hence important) as example on Fraumunster SfM cloud.
sets. Our method effectively reduces yet keeps the salient 3D structures.
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Figure 2: Best and worst views on Notre Dame dataset.
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Figure 4: Next-Best-View grids. Importance is high in regions (blue rectTake home message: Reduction and selection of views through struc- angle) where cameras have been artificially removed.
ture analysis of 3D point clouds. Our importance measure is much more
effective without loosing salient structures.
Introduction: The great and unordered deal of images available on
where VC is the set of points in P visible from camera C. We use this basic
the Internet leads to two challenging problems for image-based 3D recondefinition in two variants IIS and INBV (for IS and NBV respectively) to
structions: completeness and scalability. On one side, photographs are
better adapt to the problem at hand. See paper for details.
only taken from "popular" viewpoints, leading to incomplete 3D models.
View selection. The aim of image selection (IS) is to remove redunOn the other side, the collected images are redundant. Next-Best-View
dant images. We use an "importance-guided" approach: at every step our
(NBV) and Image Selection (IS) algorithms are thus needed to propose
algorithm cuts out the worst view in terms of view importance, for an
new and select from redundant viewpoints for efficient reconstruction.
example see Figure 2. The worst view satisfies the relation:
In this work we propose two methods for IS and NBV, based on the
idea of view importance: how important is a given viewpoint for a 3D
CIS = arg min IIS (C, P)
(3)
C
reconstruction? Our answer is a unified framework for search of important
viewsbased on a set of content-aware quality features extracted on the
Next-Best-View planning. The goal of a Next-Best-View algorithm
Structure-from-Motion (SfM) point cloud.
is to find the camera CNBV with the largest view importance
Quality Features. For every 3D point, we extract the following:
CNBV = arg max INBV (C, P)
(4)
C
• Density is defined as the number of points contained in a sphere
around the point.
Since a great deal of images are collected by humans, we simplify
• Uncertainty considers the maximum angle between the viewing the NBV search by fitting a plane primitive to the SfM camera centers.
directions of the evaluated point.
We then define a rectangular region around the point cloud and divide it
• 2D saliency evaluates the meaningfulness of the 2D content around in cells. We position a camera in every grid cell we evaluate the view
the point. It is estimated by reprojecting the point in the original importance for a given number of evenly spaced orientations, obtaining
view importance grids as in Figure 4.
images and measuring the gradient in the neighbourhood.
Experiments. The experiments show the effectiveness of the pro• 3D saliency measures the geometric complexity around a point. It
posed content-aware methods. Our NBV planning effectively finds reis estimated by the Difference of Normals (DoN) operator [2].
gions where viewpoints are missing. Our IS method reduces the number
Feature aggregation. All the features have different ranges. We of images without losing salient regions of the scene, comparing favorrescale them in the range [0,1] using a logistic function and we call nor- ably with the state-of-the-art image selection in CMVS [1]. E.g., For
malized energies the obtained values. We note them as ED , EU , E2D and Notre Dame, we can remove more than 90% of the images (609/715),
E3D respectively. The aggregate energy (example in Figure 1) is then reducing the runtime of the reconstruction to 1/20th of the time without
defined as a linear combination
causing significant differences in reconstruction quality (Figure 3).
Eagg = wD ED + wU EU + w2D E2D + w3D E3D
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